We study one-dimensional (1D) Floquet topological insulators with chiral symmetry going beyond the standard rotating wave approximation. The occurrence of many anticrossings between Floquet replicas leads to a dramatic extension of phase diagram regions with stable topological edge states (TESs). We present an explicit construction of all TESs in terms of a truncated Floquet Hamiltonian in frequency space, prove the bulk-boundary correspondence, and analyze the stability of the TESs in terms of their localization lengths. We propose experimental tests of our predictions in curved bilayer graphene.
The search for materials in which topologically protected edge states can be induced and controlled has led to much research attention in the field of Floquet topological insulators (FTIs) in the last decade. In FTIs topology is induced by external driving which implies an intriguing degree of tunability. These systems were classified [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and first experimental tests were discussed in photonic crystals [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , cold atom systems [19] [20] [21] , and solid state materials [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Many promising proposals were made for realizing, e.g. , Majorana edge modes [29] [30] [31] [32] and parafermions [33] in 1D FTIs, the photo-induced quantum Hall effect in 2D materials [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] , topological surface states in 3D FTIs [39] , and Weyl semimetals and fractional FTIs in coupled Rashba nanowires [40] .
A particular feature of FTIs distinguishing them fundamentally from static TIs is the fact that the driving frequency ω leads to an infinite set of Floquet replicas defined by shifting the conduction and valence band by nω [41] corresponding to absorption/emission of n photons. This leads to a hierarchy of Floquet-induced anticrossings in the center of the bulk gap, which occurs for all solid state realizations of FTIs where the band width W is typically large compared to ω. This property has received only little attention so far. Previous works considered either the case of large driving frequency ω W , where all Floquet bands are clearly separated, or the case of small driving amplitude t F ω, where the hierarchy of anticrossings can either be treated perturbatively in t F [38] or one can use the rotating wave approximation (RWA) [33, 36, 39, 40] . In RWA one tunes ω in resonance with the gap ∆ g between the conduction and valence band such that only the conduction band and the first replica of the valence band are relevant. The perturbative regime of very small frequencies ω ∆ g has been treated in Ref. 42 .
In this Letter we consider solid state applications of FTIs in the generic regime, where all energy scales t F , ω, ∆ g are of comparable order and much smaller than W . In this regime, all Floquet replica-bands are strongly coupled and perturbative approaches are not applicable. We will concentrate on the case of 1D systems with chiral symmetry of the BDI class [44] , however, our results have more general implications. As a testbed, we study the driven 2-band Rashba nanowire in a Zeeman field ∆ Z proposed in Ref. 33 , which, e.g., can be realized in curved bilayer graphene, where the band gap and the Rashba spin-orbit interaction (SOI) are tunable [43] . For the BDI class, the topological invariant is a winding number where an arbitrary positive number of TESs can be realized. By tuning t F and ∆ Z , we will show that FTIs offer the possibility to access many of these topological phases. Most importantly, we find many regions in the phase diagram where several coexisting TESs appear of which some are strongly localized with localization length comparable to the one appearing in the RWA phase. These TESs are stable and expected to be observable in experiments. As a consequence, compared to static TIs and FTIs in the RWA regime, we find a dramatic extension of possible topological phase diagram regions. This strongly motivates experimental tests of the physics of FTIs at large driving amplitude in solid state systems and implies novel opportunities to detect unambiguous fingerprints of topological states.
To efficiently deal with the intriguing problem of strongly coupled Floquet bands, we develop a numerical method that explicitly allows us to construct the TESs for a half-infinite wire. Our method is based on a truncated Floquet Hamiltonian in frequency space and exploits chiral symmetry to reduce the number of boundary conditions in such a way that the number of TESs can be related straightforwardly to the number of roots of the determinant of the off-diagonal blocks of the Floquet Hamiltonian in the chiral basis as a function of complex quasimomentum. This allows for an elegant formulation of the bulk-boundary correspondence together with the determination of the localization length of all TESs.
Model-As a testbed we will use a tight-binding version of a recently proposed 2-band Rashba nanowire where TESs appear when tuning a transverse Zeeman splitting ∆ Z or a driving field t F , coupling the conduction and valence band [33] . The bulk Hamiltonian in quasimomentum space is given byh k (t) = (
, and Rashba SOI α k = α sin k [45]. Here, σ i and η i are Pauli matrices describing the spin and band degrees of freedom, respectively. At resonance ∆ g = ω, we transform to the RWA basis by using the unitary transformation
∓iωt/2 . The transformed Hamiltonian is given by
(η x ± iη y ) and an effective driving frequency Ω = 2ω. Here, h 
Truncated Floquet Hamiltonian in frequency spaceThe model defined by Eq. (1) falls into the class of generic time-periodic 1D systems with local chiral symmetry Sh k (t)S = −h k (−t), where S = σ z η y for our specific case. The Floquet Hamiltonian is defined by (h 
w.r.t. zero energy, with S o = SP and P |l = | − l . Since the Floquet spectrum is defined modulo Ω, there is also a chiral symmetry S e (h
, with S e = ST 1 P and T 1 |l = |l + 1 . The two chiral symmetries S e,o lead to two gaps of the Floquet spectrum centered at E = − , in the even and odd case, respectively. The corresponding bulk Hamiltonian in k-space for the infinite system is denoted by h k , which has a chiral symmetry S ≡ S e,o w.r.t. zero energy. To find zero-energy TESs, which decay exponentially for n → ∞, we determine the zero energy bulk eigenstates of h k with Im(k) > 0, such that their linear combination vanishes at unit cell n = 0 for all 2d bands [52] . This procedure is applicable for all nearest-neighbor hopping models like the one given by Eq. (1) [53]. Since D k = det(h k ) is a power series in z = e −ik containing z 2d , . . . , z −2d , there are in total 4d roots of D k = 0 in the complex plane of which 2d roots satisfy Im(k) > 0 since
. Therefore, the number of allowed zero energy bulk solutions is the same as the number of boundary conditions and it is not a priori clear whether the solutions are linearly dependent for n = 0 to be able to fulfil the vanishing boundary condition. However, by exploiting chiral symmetry, we can write h k in the chiral basis by using the projectors P ± = 1 2 (1 ± S) on the states with chirality ±. Since P ± h k P ± = 0, we find that h k is nondiagonal in the chiral basis with the d × d-matrices A ± k = P ∓ h k P ± defining the nondiagonal blocks. The TESs with chirality ± follow then from the above scheme by finding the roots of D 
* . Thus, if N ± is the number of roots of D ± k = 0 with Im(k) > 0, the boundary condition can be satisfied by at least Z ± = max{N ± − d, 0} possibilities determining the number of TESs with chirality ± (up to accidental cases not protected by chiral symmetry). We note that N ± is a topological invariant since this number can only change when at least one of the roots crosses the real axis which corresponds to a closing of the bulk gap. Using D
* we find that N ± is the number of roots of D 
The details of our construction of TESs for chiral 1D systems is provided in the Supplemental Material (SM) containing also cases for special unit cells where the num- ber of boundary conditions can be further reduced [55] .
In the SM, we also show that Z is identical to the winding number of detA lmax are identical to the topological invariants ν π /ν 0 defined in Ref. 5 via special time evolution operators. While proving consistent with earlier works, our approach via a truncated Floquet Hamiltonian in frequency space is essential to efficiently address the most important TESs, which are the ones with shortest localization length. Furthermore, we note that our scheme works as well for parabolic dispersion relations E k = k 2 /(2m) or for linear Rashba terms α k = αk as they appear for continuum systems.
Phase diagram-Using the numerical approach described above we determine the TESs and the phase diagram as a function of t cated by blue/red color for ±). There are two different classes of phase boundaries in Fig. 1 (in the following called "A" and "B"), where the number Z of TESs is either changing by an odd (black lines) or even (orange lines) number. A transition of type "A" occurs for a root crossing k = 0 along the imaginary axis which changes the number Z of TESs by one cf. Eq. (2). A transition of type "B" is associated with two roots crossing simultaneously the real axis at finite ±k i [57] leading to a change of Z by two. At the phase transition, the bulk gap closes either at k = 0 (type "A") or at finite ±k i (type "B"). Therefore, phase boundaries of type "A" are independent of the SOI, whereas the ones of type "B" depend on α. Moreover, phase transitions of type "A" are often but not always associated with a bifurcation point [58] lying quite close to the phase boundary (indicated by a green dot in Fig. 2(a,c) ). A bifurcation point occurs when two roots with real parts ±k i = 0 merge on the imaginary axis and, subsequently, move along the imaginary axis in different directions such that one of the roots crosses through k = 0 at the phase transition. We note that, sufficiently apart from the phase boundaries and for sufficiently small values of t F and ∆ Z , the real parts of the roots with small imaginary part (thick lines in Fig. 2 ) are related to the positions k i of the local minima of the bulk band structure, see Fig. 3(a) . Furthermore, the energy distance ∆ i of the bulk energy ki from the gap center agrees roughly (up to a factor of O (1) 
However, for larger values of t F and ∆ Z as indicated in Fig. 3(b) , the Floquet bands are strongly coupled leading to a significant smearing of the anticrossings and minima at small k, and there is no possibility to set up effective theories treating each anticrossing separately and coupling them perturbatively.
Of particular interest are the phase diagram regions where the strongest-localized TES has a small localization length (blue regions in Fig. 1 ) and is formed from roots with small real part (where the imaginary part is larger, see also the band structure shown in Fig. 3(b) ). In this case the strongest-localized TES can coexist with other TESs of larger localization length since they have all the same chirality and can not repel each other. This important feature persists for higher truncation order.
The phase diagram for a truncation with 6 and 5 Floquet replicas is shown in Fig. 4 . We have presented only those phase boundaries which do not change significantly by increasing the truncation order. This does not exclude that further pairs of TESs can arise from very small gaps at large k not captured in the considered truncation order leading to additional phase boundaries. However, these TESs have a very large localization length far beyond those ones occurring in Fig. 4 and are of minor interest. Therefore, the most important feature in the phase diagram is not the total number of TESs (which converges slowly) but the identification of those regions where the strongest-localized TES has a small localization length (which converges always very fast). Besides the RWA phase [indicated by a red-dashed contour in Fig. 4(b) ], there are many new regions in the phase diagram with TESs of comparable localization length to the one occurring in the RWA phase. Furthermore, we find that the RWA phase is extended to the surprisingly large region t F < ∆ Z strongly localized TESs occurring already at a low truncation order are stable, since a closing of very small gaps at anticrossings with large k will give the TESs only a very small broadening but will not influence their localization length significantly. We have also complemented our analysis by an exact diagonalization study of h e/o,lmax nn on a finite system with N = 10000 unit cells. As shown in the SM, the results for the TESs are consistent with the ones for a half-infinite system. For details, we refer to the SM where also the occurrence of nontopological edge states with energy shifted away from the gap centers is discussed.
Conclusions-We have analyzed the topological properties of chiral 1D FTIs beyond RWA and have developed a method to deal with the occurrence of many anticrossings of Floquet replicas. This unique feature of FTIs is shown to lead to many new regions in the topological phase diagram with TESs of very short localization length accessible to experiments. Regions with multiple TESs with the same chirality could be useful as realizations of qudits (which are d-dimensional extensions of qubits). We analyzed driven Rasha nanowires as a concrete Floquet model, which we propose can be put to an experimental test in curved bilayer graphene, where both the models parameters, band gap and the Rashba term, can be tuned by external parameters [43] . The presence of TESs can be detected via STM transport spectroscopy which probes resonances of the spectral density inside the gap. In contrast to static TESs the Floquet-TESs determined in this work are solutions of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation. The various amplitudes of the Fourier modes of these states can be studied via pumpprobe experiments where the time delay provides a means to control the number of photons (or energy) pumped into the system before relaxation due to phonons sets in. This is an interesting experimental setup to control the relevance of anticrossings created by Floquet replicas of conduction/valence bands shifted by a certain multiple of the photon energy ω.
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[45] The specific tight-binding version has only been chosen in order to complement our analysis by an exact diagonalization on a finite system. For large band width our results do not change significantly for quadratic dispersion relations
and linear Rashba terms α k = αk. for the original physical model (modulo ω). This corresponds to the middle of the Zeeman gap of the conduction band.
[ = −ω and E = 0 are the same (modulo ω). This is a special accident of the considered model. Nevertheless, the TESs from these two classes belong to independent subspaces and have to be determined separately.
[
Wannier-Stark problems with an electric field ∼ Ω where the Floquet mode plays the role of the site index. For these models, it is known that the solutions are well-localized.
[52] Note that this construction guarantees that the bound state stays at the edge for all times.
[53] We note that this can always be achieved by taking the unit cell large enough.
[54] The localization length ξ of the TESs (described by the eigenstate ψ nσηl in real space [55] ) is calculated from the inverse participation ratio (IPR) defined by [58] At a bifurcation point the decaying oscillating parts of the TES corresponding to the roots merging on the imaginary axis change to a purely decaying form. These parts obtain an additional power law in front of the exponential function, similar to the damped harmonic oscillator.
The following appendices comprise the Supplementary Material to Ref. 1: (1) We will present the proof of the bulk-boundary correspondence and the construction of the topological edge states (TESs) in the general case together with the relation to the concept of topological invariants defined via winding numbers for the static as well as for the dynamic (Floquet) case. (2) We relate the phase diagram for 3 Floquet replicas to the evolution of the roots of the determinant of the nondiagonal blocks of the Hamiltonian in the chiral basis. (3) We present the results from the exact diagonalization study for a finite system and discuss the occurrence of nontopological edge states.
BULK-BOUNDARY CORRESPONDENCE AND CONSTRUCTION OF TESS
A generic tight-binding model for a half-infinite chain with an even number of bands (required for chiral symmetry) can be written as
where n = 1, 2, . . . labels the unit cells with 2d bands and h(δ) = h(−δ) † , δ = 0, ±1, are 2d×2d-matrices describing the hopping processes from unit cell n to n + δ. We have taken the unit cell large enough such that only nearest-neighbor hopping processes occur. Assuming a local chiral symmetry S = S † = S −1 such that
we can decompose h(δ) as
where P ± = 1 2 (1 ± S) project on the subspaces with chirality ±. In the same way we can split the total Hamiltonian of the half-infinite chain as
with
In addition we define the corresponding quantities for the bulk where we sum over all unit cells
which can be written in quasimomentum space |k = 1 √ 2π ∞ n=−∞ e ikn |n , −π < k ≤ π, in the diagonal form
The goal is to find a TES |ψ ± with zero energy H|ψ ± = 0 and chirality S|ψ ± = ±|ψ ± exponentially decaying for n → ∞. Using (6) this means that we have to solve the equations
To construct the TES we make the following ansatz in unit cell n
where |ψ ± ki are solutions of the bulk problem with complex quasimomentum k i in the upper half of the complex plane Imk i > 0, and zero energy
Inserting the ansatz (13) in (12) we get with (7) for unit cell n ≥ 1
where we have used (13), (14) , and (11) in the last three steps. Thus, we have to fulfil the following boundary condition on an artificial unit cell at n = 0
This boundary condition is obviously fulfilled for † contain zero matrix elements, which are connected to some symmetries assumed for the model under consideration. If by permuting rows and columns, one can find r ± rows and s ± columns of A + (±1) which are zero (possibly after some common unitary transformation which commutes with the chiral symmetry), then the number of boundary conditions is given by d ± = min{r ± , s ± }. These numbers are directly related to the powers of detA
The total number of solutions of (14) is given by the number N ± of solutions of detA ± k = 0 for k in the upper half of the complex plane, i.e. Im(k) > 0 and −π < Re(k) ≤ π. Since d ± boundary conditions have to be fulfilled this means that it is guaranteed that at least
solutions can be found for the set of coefficients {λ 
Together with (18) we find the final result for the total number Z of TESs
We note that the construction of the TESs via (13) and (14) does not work if several solutions of detA + k = 0 coincide (i.e. the case of multiple roots). At such special bifurcation points the ansatz for the TES has to be an exponential together with a pre-exponential polynomial. However, this are very special points in the phase diagram with mass zero and the formula (20) for the number Z of TESs is not changed if one includes in N ± the multiplicity of each root.
WINDING NUMBERS FOR CHIRAL STATIC HAMILTONIANS
The number Z of TESs given by Eq. (20) via the number N ± of roots of the function f k = detA + k in the upper/lower half of the complex plane for −π < Re(k) ≤ π can be related to its winding number ν around the origin when k changes on the real axis from −π → π ν = 1 2πi
where
dk is the derivative and the winding is defined positive for counterclockwise rotation here. In the following we will show that
where we have used (19) and (20) for the second and third identity. Therefore it is sufficient to prove that ν = N + −d + .
To find this relation we use the argument principle which gives the following relation for the number of roots of an analytic function f k inside any closed contour γ in the complex plane
where the direction of γ is counterclockwise. Choosing for γ a closed curve consisting of four straight lines according to −π → π → π + i∞ → −π + i∞ → −π, we surround obviously all roots of f k in the upper half, i.e. N γ = N + . Using (21) the path from −π → π gives the winding number ν. Since f k is periodic in k → k + 2π, the two contributions from π → π + i∞ and −π + i∞ → −π cancel each other. Thus, we get
For Im(k) → ∞ we find from (17) that f k = ae −ikd+ with some k-independent prefactor a. This leads to f k f k = −id + and the second term on the r.h.s. of (24) gives d + . This gives the desired relation ν = N + − d + .
The winding number can be expressed in many alternative ways. Using
Instead of A + k one can also use the unitary q-matrix
Since the winding number of a hermitian matrix is zero we get
The q-matrix can be expressed in a compact way via the representation of the Hamiltonian in a basis of eigenstates |x
withσ = −σ and α k > 0. This is always possible for a gapped Hamiltonian with chiral symmetry. In this basis the projectors P ± = 1 2 (1 ± S) act as follows
This gives for the matrix A
and the following result for the q-matrix
Using 2 x α k+ |P σ |x α k+ = δ αα we find after some straightforward algebra the following useful result for the integrand of the winding number (26)
where we used S 2 = 1 and S|x α k+ = |x α k− in the last step.
WINDING NUMBERS FOR CHIRAL FLOQUET HAMILTONIANS
We start from a time-dependent periodic Hamiltonian h k (t) = h k (t + T ) = h k (t) † with oscillation frequency Ω = 2π T in quasimomentum representation which has the local chiral symmetry
The corresponding Floquet-Hamiltonian h
denote the Floquet modes and
are the discrete Fourier components of h k (t) which fulfil the chiral symmetry
Due to the Bloch theorem all solutions of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation of h k (t) can be determined from the eigenvectors |x k of the Floquet Hamiltonian h 
is the Fourier transform of |x k,l = l|x k w.r.t. to the Floquet modes. The quasienergy is defined uniquely up to multiples of Ω since the Floquet Hamiltonian transforms in the following way under translations T r |l = |l + r of the Floquet modes
This means that
Due to (34) , (37) and (40) we find that h F k has two independent chiral symmetries S F andS F w.r.t. the two energies E = 0 and E = − Ω 2 (both modulo Ω) defined by
where P |l = | − l changes the parity of the Floquet modes. This means that withh
We note that the chiral symmetry remains even if the Floquet Hamiltonian h
is truncated with an odd (even) number of Floquet modes l = −l max , . . . , l max (l = −l max + 1, . . . , l max ). According to (26) this allows the definition of two winding numbers via two q-matrices q
Due to (22) these topological invariants correspond to the number of TESs at energies E = 0 and E = − Ω 2 even for a truncated Floquet Hamiltonian. For finite truncation it is impossible to relate the invariants to other invariants defined in the literature via the time evolution operators U k (T, 0) and U k (
, where no truncation is used [2] . Therefore, we consider in the following the limit l max → ∞ in order to see that ν andν can be written as
where ν and ν are two winding numbers defined w.r.t. two chiral Hamiltonians h k and h k which follow from the time evolution operators as 
where 0 < 
together with |x 
Using (32), we can write for the integrands of the winding numbers in Eq. (44) Tr (q
Inserting (43) and (49), and using (50), we find 
Tr (q 
where we have defined
As a result we find with (32) that Eq. (45) holds, where ν and ν are the winding numbers of two Hamiltonians h k and h k , respectively, which have chiral symmetry S and are formally defined by
These Hamiltonians are identical to the ones defined via (46) since due to (38) the time evolution operator can be written as 
TOPOLOGICAL PHASE DIAGRAM FOR 3 FLOQUET REPLICAS
In this section we consider the case of 3 Floquet replicas for the specific model considered in the main part of the paper [1] . In Fig. 5 we show the topological phase diagram and relate it in Fig. 6 to the evolution of the real parts of the roots of D + k = detA + k = 0 along the dashed line in Fig. 5 . For higher truncation order the number of roots increases and the evolution of the roots becomes more complex. However, there are many roots with large imaginary part (the thin lines in Fig. 6(a) ) which do not change the sign of their imaginary part and contribute only weakly to the TESs (if present). Therefore, they do not influence the number Z of TESs and do not participate in the phase transitions. The roots with imaginary part below a certain treshold (indicated by thick lines in Fig. 6 ) are the most important ones and are related to the local minima of the bulk band structure (shown in the main part of the paper for ∆ Z Ω = 0.65). As can be seen there are two phase transitions of type "B" (orange lines in Fig. 5 and orange dashed vertical lines in Fig. 6 ), where two roots with finite real parts at ±k i simultaneously cross the real axis and change the sign of their imaginary part. According to (20) this changes the number Z of TES by two. In addition, there are two phase transitions of type "B" (black lines in Fig. 5 and black dashed vertical lines in Fig. 6 ), where only one root is crossing through k = 0 along the imaginary axis, which changes the number Z of TES by one. Both phase transitions of type "B" are associated with a bifurcation point lying very close to the phase transition (shown on a smaller scale in Fig. 6(b,c) ).
EXACT DIAGONALIZATION STUDY AND NONTOPOLOGICAL EDGE STATES
In this section we present the results for the phase diagram of the specific model discussed in the main part of the paper [1] from an exact diagonalization study of the Hamiltonians h e/o,lmax nn on a finite system with N = 10000 unit cells and discuss the occurrence of nontopological edge states (NTESs) at a finite energy distance from the gap centers.
Using exact diagonalization the results for the localization length of the strongest-localized TES are shown in Fig. 7 . To identify the TESs and distinguish them from NTESs we consider only those edge states in this figure which lie very close to the energies E = − Ω 2 and E = 0, i.e., very deep in the bulk gap. For a finite system, due to parity symmetry U |nσηl = |N − n + 1, −σηl of the considered model (where n, σ, η, and l denote the indizes for the unit cells, spin up/down, conduction/valence band, and Floquet modes, respectively), each TES will occur as a pair with parity ±. The energy will not be exactly in the gap center since two edge states located only at the left/right end of the wire will have a small overlap leading to a small splitting in symmetric/antisymmetric TESs w.r.t. parity. This splitting is exponentially small and, therefore, the TESs are found in the exact diagonalization study from the states lying very close to the gap centers at E = − Ω 2 or E = 0. Taking the criterium that the energy should lie within 15% of the bulk gap, the phase diagram for the localization length of the strongest-localized TES are roughly consistent with the results from the half-infinite wire shown in Fig. 8 . There is still some noise visible in the exact diagonalization study since the criterium to find the TES deep in the bulk gap requires a precise determination of the bulk gap. This is often quite difficult since the bulk gap is dominated by very small gaps from anticrossings at large quasimomentum. In addition, one can also determine the number of TESs in each phase region from the exact diagonalization (not shown in Fig. 7 ) and finds a good agreement with Fig. 8 . Only for small t F numerical instabilities lead to very strong noise and a comparison is not possible.
To reveal NTESs at finite energy (either located in the gap or in the bulk spectrum), we have shown in Fig. 9 the localization length of the strongest-localized edge state out of the first 20 eigenstates lying closest to the center of the gap (for the same number of Floquet replicas as in Fig. 8 ). In comparison to Fig. 8 additional NTESs appear for ∆ Z Ω 2 . Of particular interest are the ones with very short localization length and energies within the bulk gap which are indicated by a red dashed contour. These edge states are nondegenerate and can not stay in the bulk gap in the thermodynamic limit N → ∞ since they have definite parity (only two degenerate edge states with different parities can be localized at the left or right end of the wire by a linear combination). They occur since the bulk gap is of O(1/N ) for small t F determined from anticrossings with large quasimomentum. The bulk states at this anticrossing are discrete states with level spacing of the order of the gap. The NTES is formed by a linear combination of an edge state from anticrossings with small quasimomentum and large gap (leading to a short localization length) with one of the discrete bulk states of the anticrossings with large quasimomentum and small gap. This pushes the NTES slightly back into the bulk gap. However, for N → ∞, the NTES will not repel from a discrete bulk state but will be smeared out via a coupling to the continuum of states from the anticrossings at large quasimomentum with very small gap. This gives the NTES a small broadening and its quasienergy will lie in the bulk. This is similiar to broadening effects of TESs when anticrossings with small gap at large quasimomentum are closed by inelastic interactions. We note that, for small t F , the NTESs indicated in the red-dashed contour of Fig. 9 have even a smaller localization length compared to the TESs occurring in these phase regions. Therefore, they will also be observable in STM experiments but their energy is very unstable such that they can not be used for quantum computing operations.
In contrast, all other NTESs shown in Fig. 9 (not within the dashed contours) are NTESs lying already in the bulk spectrum. They have a very strong contribution from bulk states such that only a fraction of the particle is located at the edge. Nevertheless, the localization length calculated from the inverse participation ratio is rather small since both the edge and the bulk state forming a linear combination for the NTES are normalized wave functions leading to a very small prefactor ∼ 1/ √ N for the bulk contribution. 
